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tree

booksandwich

kite

 dog

 bed

sun
 glue 

school

mouse

balloon

grass

playground

house

car

snakebike

wagon

hat

boy

cat

red
loud

 yummy

old

little

silly

grumpy

fast

sharp mean

sad

sticky

tired

cold

purple

rough

slimy

big

hairy

hotstinky

crunchy

dry

quiet

fluffy

Name:

 Adjective?
Adjectives are words that tell what something looks like, smells 
like, tastes like, feels like, or sounds like. They are describing words.

Look at the word sort below and circle all of the words that could 
describe something.

What is an
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Adjective Time

    huge    pretty       dirty          white

     funny      hot      loud      shy

Use an adjective from above to complete each sentence.

Kittens are              .

 si rehtaew ehT             .

The beach is             .

 si dneirf tseb yM       .

Popsicles are             .

Read the words in each row. Circle the two adjectives 
that best describe the noun pictured.
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The Adjective 
 

 

 

Directions: Circle the adjectives in each sentence. 
 
1. Large eagles flew above the tall trees. (2) 

 
2. The huge bear had glossy, brown fur. (3) 

 
3. The fluffy bunny has a pink nose. (2) 

 
4. The red car is racing down the busy road. (2) 

 
5. We see white, puffy clouds in the clear, blue sky. (4) 

 
6. A family of hungry alligators lives in the muddy swamp. (2) 

 
7. The kind and friendly pilot showed me the cockpit. (2) 

 
8. We took a short trip in our blue van. (2) 

 
9. The large class of students participated in the summer picnic. (2) 

 

10. The little girl bent down to smell the beautiful red rose. (3) 

Words that describe nouns are called adjectives. 

Lower Elementary Language Arts
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Lower Elementary Language Arts 

Symbolizing the Article, Adjective & Noun 

Directions: Color each triangle the correct color. 

Read each phrase and draw the appropriate symbol above each word in the phrases. 

Article: Adjective: .. Noun: 

1. the hungry caterpillar 

2. the soft marshmallow 

3. a busy bumblebee 

4. the friendly dog 

5. an unusual spider 

6. the colorful chameleon 

7. a tall mountain 

8. the beautiful rose 

9. the funny clown 

10. a slippery dolphin 
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Parts of Speech

noun adjective verb

Read the sentence. What kind of word is underlined? 
Color in the bubble next to the correct answer.

The teacher’s shoes are red.

I always walk to school.

The cat sleeps all day.

He had a green ball.

Grandma baked cookes.

The baby drank milk.

Juan ate an apple.

She looked for the yellow book.

6.

7.

8.

noun adjective verb

noun adjective verb

noun adjective verb

noun adjective verb

noun adjective verb

noun adjective verb

noun adjective verb
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